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K-12 Praxis in Academic Library Instruction: Methods 

 

To compare instruction-related training of academic and school librarians, we 

performed analysis of 50 websites of Master’s programs in library and information science 

accredited by the American Library Association (ALA). We generated a dataset of instruction-

related coursework and other preparatory requirements for librarian trainees intending to 
become academic librarians or school library media specialists (SLMS). 9 programs outside the 

US were eliminated from analysis, owing to the difficulty of ascertaining regional education 

standards outside the US. Also, to control comparison to a set of programs accredited under a 

single set of standards, we did not analyze school-librarian programs approved only by the 

American Association of School Librarians or the National Council for Accreditation of 

Teacher Education; these bodies do not accredit programs designed to prepare librarians at the 

college level. 

 

We visited each program website and determined which have specific courses of study 

for preparing SLMS’s and academic librarians. In several cases, we discovered programs that had 

tracks that were not labeled “Academic Librarian,” but could feasibly train an academic 

instruction librarian; of these, we only included those whose concentration descriptions 

specified an intention to prepare academic librarians for public-facing services. Many ALA-

accredited programs with stated program-level intentions to prepare academic librarians but 

lacking a specific track of preparation were eliminated from analysis. Our intention was not to 

exclude discussion of training available from these programs, but to control our analysis to 

intentional instruction-related training for academic and school librarians. 

 

For programs with one or both tracks, we then analyzed requirements and 

recommended coursework for each track to identify instruction-related courses. Programs not 

displaying required or recommended coursework on their public websites were eliminated 

from analysis, but noted as needing further investigation in our dataset. Drawing from the 

ACRL Instruction Section Professional Education Committee’s methodology for identifying 

library instruction courses (2014), we determined that courses were instruction-related if they 

included one or more specific terms in course titles and descriptions. Courses with the terms 

“teach,” “instruct,” “learn,” “curriculum,” “classroom,” and their variations were identified as 

instruction-related, with exceptions where those terms described responsibilities of students 

and instructors within the course. Further, we categorized courses as survey or foundational 

education courses, courses on teaching “diverse learners,” instructional design courses, 

curriculum integration courses, or classroom management courses. This was done through 
analysis of course descriptions and available syllabi.  

 

Recommended coursework was enumerated in lump and not categorized. We also 

enumerated hours of required teaching and required standard examinations, such as the Praxis 

texts, as specified on each program’s website or in state certification requirements. We 

included teaching examinations as an indicator of instructional training level because such 

examinations tested on pertinent theories and practices such as classroom management and 

collaborative teaching. We enumerated multi-part exams by the number of times a candidate 

was required to sit for a discrete examination. 
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In many cases, programs stipulated that students must possess a teaching certificate 

prior to pursuing SLMS certification, and teaching certification requirements were not 

integrated into the SLMS coursework. To take the full measure of training required to become 

a SLMS, we further researched teaching certification requirements through state education 

commissions, which universally required completion of coursework in their approved 

programs. In all but one case, we recorded the required coursework of teacher-prep programs 
at the same university as the ALA-approved SLMS program; in the exception case, we recorded 

the required coursework of another teacher-prep program in the same state. Each state had 

various types of certification for primary and secondary-level teaching; we used elementary 

education certification requirements because every program offered a general elementary 

education certificate, whereas certification types at the secondary level varied. 
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